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Maths (5)

chapter :Number system

Day 1

Understand the concept with the help of the following link

https://youtu.be/.t0GL5BzURVI

Day 2

example:

T.crore crore T.lakh lakh T.Th Th H T O

3 4 6 8 9 3 2 0 8

In words : thirty four crore sixty eight lakh ninety three thousand 

two hundred eight

Write in words: (indian system)

a)326553906

b)547846889

c)43685578

d)57900643

e)368974345

Day 3

example:

H.million T.million million H.Th T.Th Th H T O

3 9 3 2 8 7 5 4 6

In words:three hundred ninety three million two hundred eighty seven thousand 

five hundred forty six

Write in words: (International system)

https://youtu.be/.t0GL5BzURVI


a)473257457

b)46953579

c)468943689

d)36805335

e)479479964

Day 4

example:

Indian system 

sixteen crore thirty eight lakh seventy four thousand two hundred six

T.crore crore T.lakh lakh T.Th Th H T O

1 6 3 8 7 4 2 0 6

16,38,74,206

International system

Three hundred fifty million four hundred eighty nine thousand seven hundred 

sixty two

H.million T.million million H.Th T.Th Th H T O

3 5 0 4 8 9 7 6 2 350,489,762

Write in figures both in international as well as indian system

a)six crore thirty five lakh seventeen thousand five

b) twenty six million three hundred forty five thousand seven hundred sixty five
c)seven hundred twenty five million three hundred sixty nine thousand two hundred eighteene)three million seven hundred twenty five thousand six hundred fifty 

Day :5

Understand the concept with the help of following link : https://youtu.be/.jR2QcU7VnFE

Day 6

example:65,78,90,345

expanded form :

600000000+50000000+7000000+800000+90000+0+300+40+5

Write in expanded form:

a)45,45,568

b)89,24,568

c)49,68,23,568

d)56,89,13,456

e)98,00,00,467



Day 7

50000000+8000000+600000+90000+6000+300+90+5

Short form:58696395Write in short form:

a)80000000+7000000+600000+30000+4000+600+90+6

b)50000000+2000000+500000+70000+3000+3

c)3000000+200000+60000+3000+200+30+8

Day 8

T.lakh lakh T.Th Th H T O

5 6 7 9 0 3 5

      .      expanded form:

5 ten lakh +6 lakh+7ten thousand +9thousand + 3 ten +5 ones 

Write in expanded form in words

a)45,68,57,457

b)23,90,567

c)56,998

d)34,37,99,123

e)90,23,456

Day 9

 predecessor:-1

     example:34757889

-1

34757888

successor: +1

   example:34757889

1

34757890

Write the predecessor and successor

a)78653207

b)11000

c)8932568

d)5690863

e)542189

Day 10

Revise both the concepts thoroughly.



              WELCOME     AND    CONGRATULATIONS    TO    ALL    THE    STUDENTS  
                       
                                    

                           CLASS   -V     ENGLISH  ( GRAMMAR)

                                 CHAPTER  -  SENTENCE                   

DAY  - 1  

To   begin   with  I  will  suggest  you  to  open  a  link  on  

youtube  so  that  you  can  get  a  idea  what  a  chapter  is  all  

about  link  https://youtu.be/rl85jxktfms  .

In  class  v  this  chapter  of  sentence  is  divided  into  three  

parts   :-

1.  What  is  sentence?

2. Parts  of  sentence .

3. Kinds  of  sentence .

Above  link  will  give  you  clear  idea  about  1&3 and  for   

parts of  sentence  I will explain you  with  some  examples .

Try  to  understand   the  link   in  context  with  1 & 3  question.

DAY – 2

Now,  we  all  know  that  sentence  is  a  group   of  words    

with  some  meaning . 

So, to  frame  any   sentence  we  have  to  keep  in  mind   two  

important  points :



              WELCOME     AND    CONGRATULATIONS    TO    ALL    THE    STUDENTS  
                       
                                    

Firstly ,  sentence  is  a  group  of  words .

Secondly ,  that  group  of  words  should  also  give  some  

meaning …..without  meaning  it   will not  fall  under  the  

category  of  sentence  .

So,  here  are  some  of  group  of   words  and  you  have  to  

make  a  sentence  out  of  them .  

SOLVED   EXAMPLE       

 On /  India  /  is  / lockdown /  coronavirus / because 

Now, these  are  group  of  words   not  rendering  any  clear  meaning  ,  to
make  a  sentence  we  have  to  arrange  them  in  a  manner  so  that  meaning

of  these  words  become  clear  to  all  .

 India  is  on  lockdown  because  of  coronavirus .

EXERCISE

1.  stay / cottage . / a  / usually / we /  in   

2. vegetables ? /  you /like /some / would /to  have       

3. sometimes / car  / go / we / by  / .

4. tired /  I am /  resting / and /.

5. always /  Shimla /to / go / we / winter / in /.



              WELCOME     AND    CONGRATULATIONS    TO    ALL    THE    STUDENTS  
                       
                                    

        Take  any  rough  note  book  and  write  down  definition  of  sentence
and  also  do  the  above  given exercise   .

DAY – 3

Practice  is  key  to  Master  grammar  

So ,  here   are  we  with  some  for  Exercise

1. Ice cream .  /have  an  /  may  I  please 

2. go  to  bed.  /  turn  the lights /off  and

3. for  your  hair .  /  choice  of  colour /  is  red  the  best 

4. on  the  stove  /  your  hand  /when  it  is hot  /don’t  put  /.

5. is  starting  /. / the  sink / to  overflow

DAY – 4

Today  we   will  start   KIND  OF  SENTENCES .

Sentences  are  mainly  of  four  types :-

1. Simple  or  Declarative  sentences .

2. Commond  or  Imperative  sentences .

3. Question   or  Interogative  sentences .

4. Exclamatory  sentences .

We  can  watch  the  link  to  understand  the  difference  

between   all  the  four  types   .



              WELCOME     AND    CONGRATULATIONS    TO    ALL    THE    STUDENTS  
                       
                                    

s.no.          Form                function                            example                                  punctuation

1.              simple               It  tells                                   Sumit  and  Mohit                         .
                     or                   us  something                       are  friends

                 declarative

2.            Imperative           It  tell  us  to  do                   Stop here!                                 !  or .
                      Or                    something  or        

                Command            order

3.            Interrogative         It  ask  us                            What  are  you

                      Or                      something                          doing?                                         ?

                Question

4.             Exclamatory           sentence  full                 What  a   funny                          !             

                                                  Of   experission                story
                                                                                                                                                              

DAY  - 6

Use  your  judgement  and  tell  the  kind  of  following 

sentences :-

1. Have  you  ever  watched  sunrise  ?                             .

2. Please  clean  your  room .             .

3. Wow !  what  a  dress .             .

4. No  one  will   go  out  .          .

5. We  will  go  to  market  .        .

DAY – 7 

 Today  , we  will   start  with  part  of  sentence  

Usually  sentences  are  divided  into  two  parts .

1. Subject



              WELCOME     AND    CONGRATULATIONS    TO    ALL    THE    STUDENTS  
                       
                                    

2. Predicate

SUBJECT -  Subject  in  a  sentence  is  a noun  that  is  

doing  something .

Subject  is  who  or  what  does  the  verb .

Words  in  a  sentence  that  tell   us  about  whom  we

are  taking  in  a sentence  are  called  subject .

PREDICATE – Predicate  contain  a  verb  explaining  

what  the  subject  does .

Predicate  is  part  of  sentence  containing  verb  .

Predicate  tell us about  subject  .

EXAMPLE  :-

  DOG  RAN  AFTER  THE  CAT .

In  the  above  sentence  dog  is  subject.
Ran  after  the  cat  is  predicate

DAY – 8   

To  make  it  more  clear  let’s  do  some  practice.

Circle   the  subject  and  underline  the  predicate in  

the  following  sentences .

               EXAMPLE :-

The  paperboy  delivers  the  newspaper .



              WELCOME     AND    CONGRATULATIONS    TO    ALL    THE    STUDENTS  
                       
                                    

1. Our  class  will  visit  the  zoo.

2. The  bee  stung  on  my  ear .

3.  A  rose  smells  nice .

4. My  cat  has  three  kittens .

5. Jimmy  made  a beautiful  painting  .

6. Nikhil  and  I   are  going  to  the  mall today .

7. Someone’s  mobile  is  ringing .

8. The  strong  winds  ripped  the  roof .

9. The  car  with  a  flat  tire  was  parked  on  the  road .

DAY -  9

Fill  the  blanks  with  the subject  .

1.                      will  visit   us  next  Monday .

2.                      is    of    red    colour  .

3.                      are  playing  since  morning . 

4.                      is  my  favourite   actor .

5.                     Virus   caused  many  deaths all  over  the  

world .

Fill  the  following  blanks  with  the  predicate .

1.My  dress                                                .

2.Ramayan                                                  .

3.India                                                         .

4.Stars                                                           .

5.My  cousions                                           .



              WELCOME     AND    CONGRATULATIONS    TO    ALL    THE    STUDENTS  
                       
                                    

  Do   all  the  exercise  in  the  rough  note  book .

DAY – 10

REVISE   AND   PRACTICE   ALL  THE  ABOVE  EXPLAINED 

CONCEPTS .



                     CLASS -  V    SCIENCE   

                     CHAPTER - 1   PLANTS

DAY – 1

For  understanding  the  chapter  students  have  to  

open  the  link  https://youtu.be/KdZ2blF2CuM

Attentively   see  the  video  and  try  to  understand   

how   seeds  get  develop  into  plants . 

DAY – 2

1.Sow   some  seeds(red  beans )  in  a  moist  soil  and  

place  the  pot  where  there  is  adequate  sunlight . 

Make  sure   that  the  seeds  do  not  dry  up  or  get   

too  much  water  .  Observe  process  of  germination . 

2.Put  some  seeds  in  a  water  and  on  next  day  when

seed  become  soft   than  first  remove  seed  coat after  

that   open   the  seed  to  identify  radicle  ,  cotyledon.

DAY- 3

 New  Words   :- (Learn  and  write)

https://youtu.be/KdZ2blF2CuM


1.Embryo  -  It  is  a  part  of  a  seed  or  bud  that  

contains  the  earliest   forms  of  a  plant’s  roots , stem  

and  leaves  .

2. Seed  Coat  -  Seed  Coat  is   a  protective  outer  coat  

of  a  seed .

3.Radicle – Radicle  is  the  first  part  of  a  seedling  and 

is  the  root  of  the  plant .

4.Sapling – Sapling  is  a  young  tree  .

5.Seedling – A  seedling  is  a  young  plant   developing  

out  of  a   seed .

6.Dispersal  -  The  process  of  scattering(to  throw  at  

irregular  space )  of  seeds   through   agents of  nature .

DAY- 4

7.Fibrous -  Hairy  or  thread  like .

8.Ripe  -  Crop  or  fruit/vegetable  ready  for  harvesting

or  eating.

9.Burst – Break  open  especially  as  a  result  of  

internal  pressure .



10. Germination  - Development  of  a  seed  into  a 

seedling.

11.Cotyledon -  A  part  inside  a  seed  that  looks  like  a

leaf . Growing   plant  use  it  as   food.

12.Propagation -  It  is  a  process  in  which  we  grow 

new  plants  from  seeds , cuttings and  other  parts  of  

plants.

DAY- 5

Let’s  see  how  much  you  understand  

1. Some  seeds  are  destroyed  by              or                  .

2. Cotyledon   is               of   growing   sapling.

3. Plants  grow  from                           ,                          and

                                                 .

    4.Scattering   of   seeds   away  from  mother  plant  is 

       Called  as                                    of  seeds.

5. Seeds   of                      plants  are  carried  away  by   

wind.

6.Ferns  reproduce  through                 .

Day – 6



   Some  important  Q/A . (Learn  and  Write)

Q1 : Why  all  seeds  do not  grow  into  a  new  plant ?

A1:All  seeds  do  not  grow  into  a  new   plant  as  

some  are  destroyed  by  rain  or  wind , some  are  

eaten  by  insects  while  some  do  not  get  the  right  

condition  for  growth  .

Q2: What  are  the  conditions  required  by  seed  to  

grow  into  a plant  ?

A2:Seeds  will  grow  into a plant  if  they  get proper :-

a.Air

b.Water

C.Warmth  

D. Adequate  space  between  two  seeds.

DAY -7

Q3:-What  is  germination ?  and  explain  the  

process.

A3:-Germination  is  a  process in  which  seed  will  

develop  into  a  seedling .   Germination  of   seed  

takes  place  in  a  following  manner  :



a. Firstly  we  sow  the  seed  in  soil  and  water   it.

b.Water   makes  the  seed  coat  soft .

c. Baby  plant  inside  the  seed  breaks  the  seed  and 

come  out .

d.Warmth  of  sun  makes  the  cells  of  seed  active .

e. Cotyledon  provides   food  to  baby  plant  .

f. After   sometime  , as  plant  grow  it  starts  taking  

nutrients  from  soil .

  Q4:- How  seeds  are   dispersed  ? 

A4:- Dispersal   is  carried  out  by  wind , water ,animals 

and  by  the  explosion  of  fruits .  

DAY -8

 Q5:- How  the  agents   of  dispersal  help  mother        

nature  in  this ?

A5:-a.Water –Seeds  of  certain  plants  like  coconut , 

lotus , water  lily  have  fibrous  or  spongy  covering  

which  trap  air  and  carry  seeds  from  one  place  to  

another .

b.Wind – Seeds  of  cotton , hiptage  are  light  and  they 

are  easily  carried  by  wind  .



c.Animals -  When  birds  and  animals  eat  fruits  ,  than

seeds  remain  undigested  and  as  a  waste  matter  

serve  the  purpose .

d.Explosion – Seeds  inside  the  pods (cover) like  peas 

are  scattered   to  far  off   places   with  the  burst .

DAY -9

Q6:-What  is  vegetative  propagation  ? Write   down    

different  ways  of  vegetative  propagation  .

A6:-  When  we  produce  new  plants  from  parts  of  

plant  other  than  seed  is  known  as  vegetative  

propagation .It’s can  be  done  in  a  following  ways  :

a.Roots -  Plants  like  carrot , turnip  can  be  grown  

through  roots .

b.Stem – Some  plants  like  rose  ,  sugarcane  can  be  

grown  through  stem  cutting  .

c.Under  ground stem -  Plants  like  potatoes ,  ginger  

are  grown  with  the  help  of  under ground  stem . 

d.Leaves -  The  leaves  of  plants  like  bryophyllum  can 

grow  into  new  plant .

e. Few  plants  like  ferns  reproduce  through  spores.



Q :  Draw  a  diagram  showing  the  process of  

germination  ( you  can  take  the  help  of  link  )

DAY -10

Revise  the  full  chapter  with  the  help  of  above  

mention  link  . Learn and  write  the 

 full  content  that  has  been  provided  to  you  by  the  

school .

  



Social Studies (5)

lesson : Parallels and meridians 

Day1

Understand the lesson with the help of following link

https://youtu.be/noUL3xkc8ko

Day 2

Learn and write the following keywords :

a)axis:an imaginary line passing through two extreme points on a sphere around which it spins 

b)pole:either of the end point at the top or bottom of the Earth's axis

c)sphere:an object that is completely round ,such as a ball.

d) intermediate directions : the directions between major directions 

Day 3

Tick the correct answers :

(Take help from the link )

1.The two end points of the Earth's axis are called

a.dots c.poles 

b.lines d.caps

2.The part of the Earth above the equator is called 

a.North pole c.South pole 

b.Southern Hemisphere d.Nothern Hemisphere

3.The Prime Meridian passes through a place called

a.Sandwich c.Norwich

b.Greenwich d.London

4.To locate a place on a globe we must know its 

a.latitude c.latitude and longitude 

b.longitude d.time zone 

Day 4

Complete the series with the help of link .

1.Tropic of Cancer :23 1/2 °N ::Tropic of Capricorn :_________

2.Equator :____________::Prime Meridian : Longitude

3.__________:Longitudes :: Parallels: Latitudes

4.North Pole :90°N ::___________:90°S

5.__________:66 1/2°N :: Antarctic Circle :66 1/2°S

https://youtu.be/noUL3xkc8ko


Day 5

Write T for True and F for False .

(Take the help from link)

1.The east -west lines drawn on a globe are called parallels .___

2.All parallels are of the same length ._______

3.The North Pole lies in the Southern Hemisphere ._____

4. The Tropic of Cancer lies in the Nothern Hemisphere .____

Day 6

Fill in the blanks.

(Take help from link)

1.Lines of latitude ,also called _______,are drawn from east to west 

2 The ________is the longest parallel .

3.Lines of longitude are also called ________.

4.The network of parallels and meridians on the globe is called a _______.

5.A _______is the small model of earth.

Day 7

*Draw the diagram of Important parallels .

*define : (learn and write)

a.parallels /lines of latitude : A set of circles is drawn on the surface of the globe .

b.Equator :  imaginary line which divides the Earth into two equal halves 

c.Nothern Hemisphere : The part of Earth which lies to the north of the Equator .

d.Southern Hemisphere: The part of Earth which lies to the south of the Equator .

e.Polar circles:The Arctic and the Antarctic circles are called the polar circles .

f.meridians : Imaginary lines running from north to south .

g.grid:The network of parallels and meridians on the globe .

Day 8

Question -Answers (learn and write)

Q-1.What is a parallel ? Write three features of parallels.

Ans-1.A parallel is an imaginary line drawn on the surface of a globe .It runs from east to west .

Features of parallels

*All parallels are complete circles except for the North Pole and South Pole , which are points 

*The length of the parallels decreases as one moves away from the Equator and towards the poles 

*All parallels are located at an equal distance from each other 

*Parallels neither touch nor cross one another 

Q-2.How do we number parallels on a globe ?

Ans-2.We start from the Equator and mark it as 0°.



The other parallels are marked from 0° to 90° .Apart from their value,the parallels are also marked

N(North) or S(South) , according to their location .The North Pole and the South Pole are

written as 90° N and 90° S  respectively .

Day 9

Q-3.What is a meridian ? Write three features of meridians .dians

Imaginary lines running from north to south on globe is called meridian 

Features of Meridians 

*All meridians are of the same length .

*The maximum distance between any two meridians is at the Equator .

*The distance between any two meridians decreases as we move from the Equator towards the poles.

*Meridians cut the parallels at right angles (90°)

*Meridians are used to measure distances in east -west direction .

*Meridians are also used to tell local time and location of a place 

Q-4.How can we locate a place on a globe ?

Ans-4 To locate a place,we must know the values of its parallels or latitude and its meridians or longitude

The point at which the parallel and the meridian cross each other is the location of that place.

Day 10

Revise the full lesson .







Ans-4 To locate a place,we must know the values of its parallels or latitude and its meridians or longitude


